Server Power and Performance Evaluation in High-Temperature Environments

Overview and Background

Expanding the ambient-temperature operating range for IT equipment (ITE) can yield significant savings in capital and operating expenses related to cooling infrastructure.

Existing standards and guidelines can provide an appropriate framework for evaluating performance, reliability, and other factors while operating close to the prescribed limits of ambient temperature ranges. This paper describes the results of a study in which under certain load conditions an Intel® Xeon® processor-based system designed for a Class A2 environment\(^1\) as defined by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) can be adapted to a Class A4 environment\(^1\) or to a 3.1E environment as defined by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).

The study, conducted by Microsoft and Intel, shows how a server can be characterized to determine its capability based on ambient temperature and performance while ensuring that power and thermal constraints can be maintained. It also summarizes other issues to be considered in the context of operation at the extremes of the environmental range specified for a given system.

Creating server systems that operate at higher-than-usual ambient temperatures can help initiate a trend away from conventional chiller-cooled data centers to free-air-cooled data centers. The further system design improvements discussed here target the elimination of water used for adiabatic cooling by using only the surrounding outdoor ambient air for cooling, thereby lowering facility complexity and total cost of ownership (TCO).

The results of this study are not necessarily relevant to all environments, and it also does not address reliability issues associated with operating outside the Class A2 environment.
Server Design for High-Temperature Operation

The use of free-air-cooled data centers can result in exposure to a wider range of inlet temperatures to the ITE, which is typically designed based upon a maximum inlet temperature of 35° C (95° F). While Microsoft has shown that free-air-cooled data centers work well in certain climates, such as that of Dublin, Ireland, few populated places in the world stay below this temperature year round. This white paper demonstrates how a well-designed server can support temperature excursions to as high as 45° C (113° F) based upon meeting target use conditions for a specific application.

One approach to operating at higher temperatures is to improve an air-cooled server design through the use of enhanced heat sinks and increased airflow. While improving design for higher efficiency is often the right choice, sizing ITE for full performance at 45° C may result in lower overall efficiency by requiring a larger data center footprint and provisioning power that is only used during the hottest portion of the year due to the increase in airflow and power requirements for the servers. If the extreme temperatures occur for only a few hours, it is reasonable to advocate trading off a small amount of performance at the hottest time of the year to achieve efficiency the remainder of the year. This approach is also likely to maintain the server purchase cost, by avoiding the increased cost of server cooling components that support continuous operation at high temperatures.

While operation above 35° C in an economized data center needs to be supported, these temperature excursions occur for only a few hours during the year, even in high-temperature climates, as shown in Figure 1.2

**Climate Data - Average Hours at a Given Temperature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate</th>
<th>Hours over 35° C</th>
<th>Hours over 40° C</th>
<th>Average Maximum</th>
<th>50 year Extreme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36° C</td>
<td>37° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humid</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36° C</td>
<td>41° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Desert</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41° C</td>
<td>43° C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many climates, the temperature goes above 35° C for only a few hours in an average year; desert climates experience the most, at 67 hours per year (0.8 percent of the time). Systems that can operate at 45° C are able to handle 50-year extremes in temperature. Note that temperatures in tropical climates are nearly always between 22° C and 33° C.

**Figure 1. Low incidence of temperature excursions above 35° C.**
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Server Power and Performance Evaluation in High-Temperature Environments
To support this usage model, it is necessary to understand the relevant environmental classes to ensure alignment with IT manufacturer design targets and warranties. In 2011, ASHRAE defined two new classes—A3 and A4,1 as shown in Figure 2—to set expectations for data centers operating with a high degree of economization and the ITE designed for them. The ranges of both temperature and humidity widened significantly, creating the opportunity for reductions in both capital and operating expenditure depending upon climate.

ASHRAE provides guidance1 on evaluating the reliability of ITE in an individual data center based on the time spent at various environmental conditions. By evaluating a data center’s time-weighted temperature throughout the period of interest, one can derive the expected multiplier to the baseline failure rate of ITE in the data center. However, ASHRAE does not recommend operating at high temperature, and the ITE manufacturer’s warranty may not support it either.

ETSI has set an environmental standard that includes operation up to 45°C for limited time periods, illustrated by the data shown in Figure 2. This standard applies to telecommunications equipment, as opposed to the focus of the ASHRAE guidelines on ITE in general. The ETSI standard does provide one model for designing ITE but does not define the performance required under these conditions. In any case, an ITE manufacturer may find it valuable to align future equipment with one of these environments to enable wide-ranging acceptance of its product, and the ETSI specification provides a model with respect to time spent in state.

Figure 2. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) classes and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) specification.
Performance Requirement Based on a Specific Benchmark

Large-scale online services that are both processor and memory intensive typically operate in scale-out commodity server deployments. Such applications operate under a particular performance service-level agreement (SLA). However, due to the scale-out nature of the application, it is extremely rare that all servers are tasked with peak workloads at the same time, and as a consequence, not all servers are equally stressed.

This presents an opportunity for optimizing operational constraints based on this usage. For such large-scale online services, if one can achieve significant benefit in terms of data center cost efficiency (operations and build out), one can trade off performance SLA in preference for optimal operation, achieving a better overall performance and TCO.

The next section elaborates the efficiency of data center builds based on capacity sizing. To understand the benefit of sizing by power and expected load on the machine, applications were benchmarked on proposed server configurations. The load versus power characteristics obtained from such benchmark runs can be used to optimally size the data center.

Figure 3 shows a sample load versus power curve for SPECpower*. As load is reduced, power decreases until it reaches the server’s idle power level. Reducing utilization would impact power and in turn component temperatures in the server. The rest of this paper references SPECpower in examining performance and power trade-offs associated with the methodology under consideration.

Provisioning for Power and Server Quantity

To ensure optimal efficiency of the data center solution, all available power capacity must be utilized. The industry metric for building data centers is millions of U.S. dollars per megawatt ($M/MW). If a hypothetical data center utilizes only 50 percent of the total capacity, the true cost is doubled (1/0.50). Cloud service providers typically size IT loads to match data center capacity by adding servers until the capacity is reached.

The ITE is rated based on running the worst-case application. This aspect of sizing is very important, because the actual worst-case power is typically much lower than the nameplate power of the equipment, since it accounts for variations in configurations and actual system utilization and includes the power supply’s efficiency at the actual operating point. This factor enables a very high utilization of a data center’s capacity. It also requires that users of the equipment evaluate power consumption whenever changes are made to hardware or software running on the servers.

Table 1 lists the comparative data for a hypothetical 1 MW data center populated with a single type of server, with the power consumption profile shown in Figure 3. As shown in Table 1, if the data center is sized for servers at the full SPECpower consumption value, 3,703 servers could be installed. But if the application can never go above 225 W at 70-percent utilization, the data center could fit 4,444 servers. Overall capacity of the solution is 20-percent better than sizing at the maximum SPECpower value of 270 watts.

Figure 3 shows the power levels at nominal temperature. If the server operates at 45° C at full performance, the fans and the silicon consume more power. This approach requires that an even higher power level per server be used when calculating data center capacity. By using power...
Table 1. Server capacity improvement as a function of server power consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Utilization Used for Sizing Capacity</th>
<th>Server Power Consumption</th>
<th>Servers per Data Center</th>
<th>Server Capacity Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>270 W</td>
<td>3,703</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>250 W</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>240 W</td>
<td>4,166</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>225 W</td>
<td>4,444</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>210 W</td>
<td>4,761</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>195 W</td>
<td>5,128</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

capping at higher temperatures, power requirements per server can be reduced, allowing more servers to be provisioned into the data center, as long as the reduced performance and reliability at high temperature are acceptable.

The following sections quantify a method for determining the magnitude of the performance degradation. Additional investigation is needed to determine the impact on reliability.

Recipe to Support Usage Model

Microsoft’s future environmental needs based on climate align well with the ETSI specification where operation above 35° C is limited, but requires support up to 45° C at least a few days per year. Consequently, a 45° C capability was chosen as the high temperature requirement for this study. Evaluating performance under Microsoft’s workload during the excursion above 35° C enables Microsoft to size the capability for optimizing TCO based upon the previously described metrics.

A server selected for use under this usage model must still meet all thermal specifications, potentially resulting in increased requirements for the ITE manufacturer. Full evaluation of thermal capability for determining the adequacy of the thermal design is still necessary. However, it also important to consider the capability for supporting the higher ambient temperature without adding undue cost to the server or consuming excessive power based on the higher ambient-temperature support.

By characterizing the workloads, ITE manufacturers can tune thermal management to ensure that server design supports the model. Through use of power-limiting mechanisms such as processor P-states and memory thermal throttling, ITE manufacturers can characterize and tune server thermal management, including fan speed control, to deliver the thermal characteristics required to meet performance goals. In effect, the server must be classified as capable of operating in A4 conditions but may not support typical performance design points for such a server. In that respect, it is denoted as a “workload-tuned” server tolerant of operating over short periods of time in an A4 environment.

When selecting a server to support extreme temperature conditions, its basic design and its components must be carefully considered. Some processor models are better suited to extreme operation and can be enabled with little or no performance degradation under any load.

One potentially counterintuitive aspect of system design is that a higher number of DIMMs may be easier to cool than a lower number of DIMMs. This relationship exists because a higher number of smaller-capacity DIMMs is associated with lower power levels per DIMM and lower DRAM temperatures for an equivalent workload. However, a higher number of low-capacity DIMMs are likely to consume more total power than fewer high-capacity DIMMs, further reducing the overall server capacity. These interrelationships demonstrate that optimizing memory configurations cannot be achieved using a simple formula, and the process can benefit from consulting ITE manufacturers.

Finding an optimal thermal design for the server itself requires trade-offs that include optimal heat sink design, as well as board and system layout. A server that is configured to eliminate thermal shadowing will generally be easier to cool—and consume less fan power—than an equivalent server with the same features and configuration that has thermally shadowed components. Tests have shown that hard-disk drives (HDDs) have lower reliability as temperatures increase. Placing HDDs in locations that receive fresh inlet air is generally recommended.

Still more opportunities exist at the system level in terms of density reduction using larger form factors such as 1.5U compared with 1U. These larger form factors enable larger heat sinks and improved venting, thereby improving operating capabilities at increased ambient temperature.
Test Environment and Protocol

Testing was conducted on the server, which was designed to support an ASHRAE Class A2 environment, as described in Table 2. An environmentally-controlled chamber was used to deliver the tested ambient temperature as measured at the server inlet, and thermocouples were mounted in the server on key components and at other relevant locations.

The SPECpower workload used in the investigation was modified so that for each load point, tests were executed for 20 minutes instead of the default four-minute setting. This modification allowed the components to stabilize based on the ambient temperature setting. Execution of benchmarks, data collection, and system inlet temperature control were fully automated. Intel® Data Center Manager (Intel® DCM)5 was used for power capping.

To enable temperature stabilization, all system fans were set to specific speeds in unison and at fixed conditions instead of allowing the server management firmware to automatically adjust fan speeds. The server fans were pulse-width modulation (PWM) controlled. The fan speeds were roughly linear with PWM duty cycle setting and tested at 34 percent (the approximate recommended setting based upon a TDP workload under worst-case ASHRAE Class A2 conditions for the tested configuration), 41 percent (+20 percent of baseline), and 48 percent (+40 percent of baseline). Intel DCM was used to define the power capping limit of the server in order to study its performance behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processors</td>
<td>Two Intel® Xeon® processors L5640, 60W @ 2.53 GHz, 6.4 GT/s Intel® QuickPath Interconnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipset</td>
<td>Intel® 5500 Chipset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Configuration</td>
<td>DRx8 (32 GB total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drives</td>
<td>Four 300-GB drives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Test server configuration.

Results

Power and performance characteristics were established using the acquired data as shown in Figure 4 for a single ambient temperature and fan speed combination. With these characteristics and those under other fan speeds and ambient temperature combinations, power and performance capability can be determined under any defined processor utilization setting.

Microsoft’s performance requirements can then be mapped within the performance, power, and ambient temperature capability of the server. Figure 5 shows an example of this approach, based on staying within a power cap of 285 W. As ambient temperature increases above 35° C, performance as measured by relative SPECpower performance drops to 90 percent of
peak capability to match the power capability of the data center as equated to a single server. A power management capability such as that available from Intel® Intelligent Node Manager can provide that power capping capability. For the specific system under test, only at 50° C could any component temperature be exceeded. However, that one component was the processor itself, which reduces P-state based on thermal limits thereby ensuring continuous performance within the boundaries of Microsoft’s requirements. Because systems are rarely operated at or above 90 percent of peak capability, server power capping is below the rated maximum and would not drop the processor frequency or impact application performance.

The testing described in this paper used an ASHRAE Class A2 server. The equipment manufacturer must evaluate and approve server operations outside the intended range; otherwise, the data center operator must assume the added risk. The characteristics of the specific server tested were well understood, and as a consequence even non-monitored components were known to be within the specification based on the evaluated cases. The usage condition for the processor also fell within the allowable excursion specification. Locations likely to experience longer term excursions, such as those in the deserts of the southwestern United States, may be outside the 360-hour processor excursion specification and may not be supportable because of the potential impact on long-term reliability.

Figure 5. Performance within a power envelope versus system inlet temperature.
Conclusion

A methodology utilizing power capping technology was defined to allow an ASHRAE Class A2 server to meet real-world application performance requirements in an ASHRAE Class A4 environment over short intervals of time. More servers can be deployed into the data center under this methodology, improving TCO. Power capping ensures that thermal specifications are met, and power capacity limits are not broken.

A free-air-cooled data center that supports higher temperature excursions can help reduce data center capital costs by elimination of the need for adiabatic or mechanical cooling. A small reduction in performance capability during high ambient temperature excursions will be experienced. The capacity increases and the amount of performance degradation can be modeled in advance by reviewing climate data and adjusting the knobs to align with the business needs of the data center user. Operationally, potential performance degradation can be anticipated and addressed accordingly by watching day-to-day weather reports.

Data center operators that have not yet begun to consider the topics covered in this paper may put their competitiveness at risk. The alternative described here shows a possible avenue for improving efficiency and reducing the use of water and refrigerants in data centers, while balancing power and performance. The reliability aspects of high temperature operation needs further investigation to complete the analysis.
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